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The Development of Science in the Turkish Republic 
 
Erdal İnönü, Washington, TASSA Annual Meeting, February 19, 2005. 
  
1. Introduction 
 
Mr Chairman- MS Vice-President of George Washington University 
Mr Ambassador of the Turkish Republic 
Members of the Turkish-American Scientists and Scholars Association 
 
It is a great pleasure for me to address your distinguished association here in Washington and I 
thank your governing board for having given me this opportunity. I wish great success to TASSA 
in the coming years. 
 
I shall try to summarize in an hour the development of science in the Turkish Republic. That is to 
say from 1923 to the present covering roughly eighty years, which also coincides with my 
lifetime. 
 
2. The Ottoman Legacy 
 
To begin with I must say something about the period prior to 1923, The Ottoman period. 
Unfortunately, the Republic did not inherit a scientific tradition from the empire. In fact it is my 
conviction that the fundamental reason behind the continuous weakening and decline of the 
Ottoman Empire in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is their lack of understanding of the 
meaning and importance of the scientific revolution which took place in central and western 
Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Ottoman case is a striking example of 
what happens to a country if scientific research is neglected for many years. The Ottoman rulers 
and their advisors did not attach any importance to the revolutionary advances made by people 
like Copernicus, Vesalius, Galileo, Descartes, Kepler, Newton, Leibniz, Harvey and others in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Ottoman scholars did not try to participate in developing 
the new fields opened up by scientific research, based on observation, experimentation and 
mathematical formulation of theories. The result was a continuous loss of power and general 
decline. When the disasterous consequences of this incredible neglect appeared on the battle field 
or in economic competition, the Sultans realized that something, some knowledge is missing. But 
since already two centuries of advances had taken place, they did not dare to go at the roots and 
tried to catch up in a hurry by transferring the new knowledge, first through hiring foreign 
military experts and next by establishing schools of engineering and medicine. No research was 
carried out in these educational institutions. In the rush of trying to obtain the existing 
knowledge, the administrators did not allow sufficient time to teachers to work actively and 
creatively in these new fields. They were satisfied by translating the available textbooks and 
teaching according to them. The idea that research is an essential and integral part of university 
training was not realized by the Ottoman educational system, almost to the end. 
 
There are a few individual exceptions to this picture. One way to see them is to look at the list of 
the first Turkish scholars who have received Ph. D. degrees at universities in Europe before 1923. 
This list is shown in table 1 below.  
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Tables 2 and 3 show the first pages of doctoral theses of Halil Ethem Eldem and Kerim Erim. 
Unfortunately, most of the people indicated in this table did not continue to do research after they 
received their degrees. Only Kerim Erim on his return to Turkey joined Istanbul University when 
it was still called the Darülfünun and pursued his mathematical research there. Another scholar, 
Halil Ethem Eldem, after his return, accompanied the foreign geologist Toula in his study trips in 
Turkey, attaching his name to two fossils they discovered together and later specialized in 
numismatics, becoming the director of Istanbul Archaeological Museum. A. Refik Bekman 
joined the Educational Establishment, preparing textbooks for high schools, working at the 
Teacher Training Institute in Ankara and finally becoming professor of chemistry at the Ankara 
Science Faculty in 1943. The other people shown in the table, after they returned to Turkey, 
occupied administrative positions in various State and private sector institutions. I have two more 
tables, which show some research done in the fields of geology, medical and veterinary science. 
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Table 2. 
 
Table 3. 
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Table 4. 
 
 
Table 5. 
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There are also the archaeological excavations of Osman Hamdi in Lebanon of which the findings 
were published in France, an original mathematics book on “Linear Algebra” by Vidinli Tevfik 
Pasha, published in 1882-1892. Solutions of some Diophantine equations by Mehmet Nadir, 
published in a French Journal in the years 1908-1911 and a few more articles on various subjects. 
 
These scattered individual efforts did not suffice to create a scientific tradition. When the 
Republic was created and its leaders, beginning with Atatürk, decided to embark on a 
development course based on the best use of advances in science and   technology, they realized 
the inadequacy of the existing system. They had to start from scratch. The start was given by 
creating, in 1933, two new institutions of higher education where research would be an integral 
part of the academic activity. This is the famous University reform of 1933. In   Istanbul , 
Darülfünun was abolished altogether and Istanbul University was created in its stead. In Ankara, 
the Higher Institute of Agriculture was created replacing the old school of Agriculture. 
 
This was a radical reform. The majority of the teaching staff of Darülfünun were discharged and 
put on pension. The new staff composition was made up of young Turkish scholars who had just 
returned from Europe with doctoral degrees, some distinguished members of the old institution 
who did carry out research and refugee German scientists who had left Germany to escape 
political pressure of the Nazi regime. At the Ankara Agriculture Institute also, the new staff had a 
similar structure with the only difference that there, the visiting German staff had come officially 
through a cooperation agreement between the two governments. 
 
Tables 6-12 list the Turkish scientists who received the first doctoral degrees in various sciences 
and joined Istanbul University after the Reform. With them about fifty German scientists joined 
the new institutions in Istanbul and Ankara and research activity started immediately. 
 
Table 6. 
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Table 7. 
 
Table 8. 
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Table 9. 
 
 
Table 10 
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Table 11. 
 
 
Table 12. 
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Table 13-15 show the research output in physics, mathematics and chemistry in the period of 
1933-1966 by indicating the variation in the number of research articles averaged over three 
years. These articles were written by the Turkish or foreign staff. 
 
One can see in these tables a steady increase up to the middle of the fifties, with a slowing down 
period in the forties, which was caused by a fire, which in 1942, burned down the building of the 
science faculty of   Istanbul University. There is a more important slowing down in the middle of 
the fifties caused by adverse economic conditions. 
 
Table 13 
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Table 14. 
 
Table 15. 
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Table 16 shows the yearly variation in the number of articles in physics, produced by the 
members of Istanbul University in the period of 1936-1966, where one sees clearly that the 
research activity goes through a maximum in the fifties and then goes down to previous levels. 
 
 
Before continuing with the story of the development, I want to make a general observation. In the 
period of 1933-1945, research activity in all fields of pure and applied science was continued 
vigorously at Istanbul University, under the leadership of some outstanding scientists. Many 
articles were published bringing appreciable contributions, in particular, in such fields as 
mathematics, mechanics, and medicine. However no major discoveries were made, leading for 
instance to a Nobel Prize. One cannot escape the impression that something was missing in all 
this activity. 
 
I believe what was missing was the required cultural background for scientific research. The 
visiting professors did not find a sufficient number of talented young assistants who would help 
them develop new ideas. A competition for producing important results was absent. The foreign 
scientists enjoyed good living conditions but they were scientifically isolated. The conclusion I 
derive from this observation is that a change was needed in the cultural attitude in Turkey, before 
achieving important results in a large scale. When you start from a background devoid of 
scientific tradition and wish to engage in ambitious research, the development usually proceeds 
through the following steps, taking several generations to achieve the intended results: 
 
1. In the first generation a few highly talented young people appear. They follow the call of 
the leaders for science and manage to achieve world fame with their findings. These are 
the stars of the first generation, who are in the case of Turkey, people like Cahit Arf, Ratip 
Berker, Hulusi Behçet, İhsan Ketin. They make important contributions, but they are only 
a few people and can not influence the public understanding of science. 
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2. In the second generation, more young people appear who intend to follow the example of 
the first stars. They also realize that some new infrastructure is needed to enlarge the 
community interested in scientific advances. They spend time to create new universities, 
Research Councils, Research Institutes. 
3. In the third generation one can expect to see the beginning of a new cultural attitude in a 
large scale. There are now institutions to supply the necessary men and women power in 
sufficient numbers. There exist brilliant local examples to emulate and appreciable 
material and moral support from private and state sources. As a result large-scale 
advances become highly probable only in the third generation and after, i.e., about 75-80 
years from the beginning, which in our case means the twenty first century. 
 
Let me go back to my story. The period of stagnation in the mid fifties was overcome through an 
impulse which came from the U.S. President Eisenhower announced in 1953 a worldwide 
programme, called “Atoms for Peace”, in which American firms were going to set up research 
reactors in countries, who were willing to sign cooperation agreements with the U.S. 
 
With these agreements, knowledge accumulated in the U.S. during the war effort would be 
available for pacific uses of atomic energy. Turkey became one of the first countries who 
answered positively the proposal of Eisenhower. More than that, the Turkish Government asked 
for and obtained a three-year research programme in fields related to atomic energy to be carried 
out by Turkish scientists in the U.S. before the establishment of a research reactor in Istanbul. 
 
This programme was implemented successfully and the result was a new growth trend in the 
research production of Turkey. This can be seen in the following tables. 
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Table 17 shows the yearly variation of the number of physics articles produced by research done 
in Turkey and abroad in the period of 1928-1966. Here we see the first appearance of a new 
trend. The number of articles produced by research outside Turkey (chiefly in the U.S.) becomes 
larger than the number of articles produced by local research. 
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Tables 18-19-20 show the yearly variation of the number of articles produced in Turkey in 
physics, or in physics, mathematics, and chemistry, or in all sciences in the periods indicated. 
 
Table 18. 
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Table 19. 
 
Table 20. 
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What about the contents of these articles? 
 
Tables 21-25 show the number of citations received in the period of 1961-71 by Turkish 
mathematicians, physicists, chemists working in Turkey and abroad. One can see that some 
scientists like Gürsey, Barut, Arf, Erginsoy, Kurşunoğlu, Baysal, Erben, Ergun, Sinanoğlu and 
others have received many citations. On the other hand most, if not all, of these citations were 
received for work done outside Turkey. In this respect the results of a selection citation analysis 
indicated in. Table 26 are quite interesting. In this study only articles, which have received more 
than ten citations, are considered and the two periods of 1961-71 and 1994-2000 are compared in 
this respect and only for physicists. 
 
Table 21. 
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Table 22. 
 
Table 23. 
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Table 24. 
 
Table 25 
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Table 26. 
 
 
Two important conclusions can be derived from the figures in Table 26: 
 
1. The number of physics articles with more than ten citations based on research done in 
Turkey has increased in the thirty years from 1961-71 to 1994-2000 much more than the 
total number of articles with more than ten citations. The ratio is 23 to 1 or 20 to 1 
(counting only the citations received in the same period in which the articles were 
written.) 
2. The number of experimental articles due to research done both in Turkey and abroad has 
also increased appreciably. 
 
To my mind both of these consequences indicate a cultural change toward a scientific tradition in 
Turkey. 
 
Now let us look at some general statistical data in order to evaluate Turkey’s science performance 
with respect to other countries. 
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Table 27 shows the classification of countries with respect to the yearly production of their 
research articles in science in the year 2003, as prepared by the Institute of Scientific Information 
(ISI). Turkey stands in the 21st line, in front of several countries in Europe.  
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Table 28 shows how this rank of Turkey has changed in the last twenty three years, indicating a 
rapid increase after 1990. I must point out however that this high rank is obtained for the total 
population of the country. If we make a comparison after dividing the number of articles by the 
population, our rank would fall down quite a bit, remaining behind all the countries in Europe. 
Therefore we must continue vigorously to increase output. 
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Table 29 considers another way of determining in a comparative ways, the scientific value of the 
research articles. It gives the yearly variation in the ratio of number of citations over the number 
of articles. We see that in the period of 1973 to the present, this ratio fluctuates around the value 
7 to 9 citations per article. Then in the very last years, drops down quite rapidly. This drop is 
undoubtedly caused by the rapid increase in the number of articles. Many young researchers 
came into the picture and some time is needed for their articles to get some recognition in the 
world. However, it is also a warning to take a more critical attitude to the contents of the new 
articles. 
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Table 30 gives the yearly variation of the ratio of R-D expenses over GNDP for Turkey. The 
increase of 0.0032 to 0.0067 over a period of thirteen years is another indication of the slowly 
changing cultural attitude toward research. Every government in the past thirty years has 
announced its aim to bring this ratio up to at least 0.01. But the aim has not been reached. The 
present government has allocated a comparatively larger fund to TUBITAK for financing new 
research projects with the aim of reaching a figure of 0.02 in the year 2010. We shall see whether 
this government will be more successful. 
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Table 31 indicates the financial contribution of the commercial or private sector to the R-D 
activities. It is also increasing slowly and I believe has reached a figure in the region of 35%. You 
know that in Western Europe and United States it is around 70%, largely above the figure for the 
universities. 
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Table 32 is a comparison of the ratio of R-D expenses over GNDP among the OECD countries. 
The figure for Turkey is the lowest one.  
 
Another figure used in such evaluations is the ratio of the number of R-D personnel over the 
number for the total working population. 
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Table 33 gives the values of this ratio for the OECD countries. Again the figure for Turkey, one 
in ten thousands is the lowest figure. 
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Yet another aspect of the state of advance of a country in science and technology is the number of 
patents received by the citizens of that country. 
 
Table 34 gives an indication about the number of patents received every year by citizens of some 
countries. 
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Table 35 shows the variation in the number of patents in Turkey, in the last ten years. Clearly 
there is a great lack of interest for obtaining patents, which is again a sign of non-scientific 
cultural background. 
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In this talk, I do not have time to give you a description of the Turkish scientists in person who 
have been the main actors of the development of science in Turkey. What I can do is to show a 
list of the scientists who have received the science prize of the Turkish Research Council 
(TUBITAK) in the past forty years. 
 
Tables 36 and 37 give this information  
 
Table 36 
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Table 37 
 
Table 38 indicates the names of four scientists who have received the science prize of Tubitak 
and the Third World Academy of Sciences (TWAS). 
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Finally, just to indicate that the public interest in science is increasing gradually, tables 39-40 
show some stamps issued in connection with physics. In table 39 we see the stamps 
commemorating the meeting of the European Physics Society in Istanbul in 1981. In table 40 
there are stamps issued to honour Feza Gürsey, our best-known physicist.   
 
Table 39 
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Table 40. 
 
Conclusion 
 
After 80 years of efforts in the Republic, we are now at the threshold of making really important 
contributions to science and technology in the world. We have in Turkey the personnel with the 
required talent, education and ambition, who are supplied in various institutions with the 
necessary hardware. What is still needed, is more emphasis on research at universities, more 
support from the State and from the private sector and more collaboration with Turkish scientists 
working abroad. I am confident that the third and fourth generations of Turkish scientists will 
achieve the Republic’s aim of reaching the contemporary level of civilization in science. 
 
Let me end my talk by thanking you for your interest and acknowledging the precious help of 
Sabancı University’s Information Center Course Material Support Unit 2005 and its director Mr 
Hilmi Çelik. 
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Sources for the Tables 
 
1. Tables 1, 19-20 (originally prepared by Serhat Çakır) and 30-38 are taken from the article: 
 
E. İnönü; “ Cumhuriyet döneminde Türkiye’de bilime toplu bir bakış ve gelecek hakkında                      
beklentiler”, published in “Türkiye Cumhuriyetinin 75. yılında Tüba konferansları I”, Tüba, 
Ankara, 1999. 
 
2. Tables 2, 3 and 6-12 are taken from the article: 
 
E. İnönü; “Temel bilimlerde Türk bilim adamlarının yaptığı ilk doktoralar”, published in 
the book: 
“Prof. Dr. Tevfik Okyay Kabakçıoğlu anısına”, İTÜ, İstanbul, 1974. 
 
3. Table 4 is taken from the book: 
 
R. Brinkman- Oğuz Erol; “Türkiye Yer Bilimleri bibliyografyası, 1825-1975”, Tübitak, 
1981. 
 
4. Table 5 has been prepared for this talk. 
 
5. Tables 13- 16-17 are taken from the book: 
 
E. İnönü; “ 1923-1966 döneminde Fizik dalındaki araştırmalara Türkiye’nin katkısını 
gösteren bir bibliyografya ve bazı gözlemler”, ODTÜ, Ankara,1971. 
 
6.Table 14 is taken from the book: 
 
E. İnönü; “1923-1966 dönemi Türkiye Matematik Araştırmaları Bibliyografyası ve bazı 
gözlemler”, ODTÜ, Ankara, 1973. 
 
7. Table 15 is taken from the book: 
  
E. İnönü; “ 1923-1966 dönemi Türkiye Kimya Araştırmaları Bibliyografyası ve bazı 
gözlemler”, Boğaziçi Üniversitesi, İstanbul, 1982. 
 
8. Table 18 is taken from the Ph. D. Thesis: 
  
Mehmet Sancar; “Relation between scientific productivity as measured by bibliometric 
indicators and individual, social and academic characteristics of Turkish physicists working in 
Turkey during the period 1966-1989”, ODTÜ, Ankara, 1992. 
 
9. Tables 21-25 are taken from the paper: 
  
O. Birgül, S Gürsey, E. İnönü; “Türkiye kökenli araştırmaların  matematik, mekanik, 
astronomi, fizik, jeofizik ve kimya dallarındaki makaleleri içinde 1961 ve 1963-71 Citation Index 
yıllıklarına gore 9 veya daha fazla referans almış olanların listesi”, communicated to the IV. 
Tübitak Science Congress, Ankara, 1973. 
 
10. Table 26 is taken from the article:  
  
E. İnönü, L. Kurnaz; “Observations on the growth characteristics of the research output of 
Turkish physicists based on a selective citation analysis”, Scientometrics, Vol. 55, No:3, 2002. 
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11. Table 27 is taken from the Internet, as prepared by the Institute of Scientific Information 
(ISI), U.S.A. 
 
12. Table 28 has been prepared for this talk, on the basis of data provided by ISI and Tübitak-
Ulakbim. 
 
13. Table 29 has been prepared for this talk, using the data given in the article: 
  
Bahattin Baysal, Hasan Seçen; “Türkiye’nin bilimsel yayın ve atıf bakımından dünyadaki 
yeri”, Cumhuriyet Bilim-Teknik eki, 5 Şubat 2005. 
 
14 Tables 39-40 have been prepared for this talk. 
 
 
